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Visual linkage and interactive features of Evidente for an
enhanced analysis of SNP-based phylogenies
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Figure 1: Genomic data of Mycobacterium leprae [SAKK∗18] visualized with Evidente. Orange rectangles indicate different views of the
same data. (A) Full view of the phylogenetic tree (A.I), using a horizontal dendrogram, aligned to two heat maps. The orange node indicates
the root of the collapsed clade in (B). The first heat map (A.II) shows multiple SNPs across the strains. Full rectangles encode unique SNPs
for a clade (supporting SNPs), while SNPs found in many clades are visualized as colored frames (non-supporting SNPs). The metadata
heatmap (A.III) shows two columns, one for continent of origin (categorical data) and one for date of origin (numerical data). B) Overview
of the tree with a collapsed clade indicated via a glyph (B.I). SNP data and metadata are aggregated (B.II) using bar charts (SNPs and
categorical metadata) and boxplots (numerical metadata).

Abstract
Phylogenetic trees of a set of bacterial strains are often used to analyze their evolutionary relationships and they are commonly
based on genomic features, such as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Evidente - a recently published tool - provides
visual and analytical linkage across a phylogenetic tree, SNP data and metadata, and integrates them into one interactive visual
analytics platform. In contrast to other approaches, Evidente shows how SNPs agree with the tree structure. Evidente
is part of the TueVis server (https://evidente-tuevis.cs.uni-tuebingen.de/). Here, we give an overview of
the tasks supported by Evidente. The version of Evidente described in the publication can seamlessly visualize up to 150
strains. Thus, we introduce further enhancements for larger trees, such as data-driven aggregation and semantic zooming.

1. Introduction
A common question in biology is how individual strains of a bacte-
rial species are related, since this can help to understand, for exam-
ple, how specific strains developed their virulence or acquired their
antibiotic resistance. One approach to answer this question is to
compare the genomes of the strains and to identify single-point mu-

tations also called single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). These
variant sites across strains can then be used to reconstruct their evo-
lutionary history in the form of a phylogenetic tree. However, phy-
logenetic reconstruction methods typically return only the structure
of the tree without providing a linkage between the underlying ge-
nomic data and the tree. This linkage would allow the identification
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of patterns across the data sources. Therefore, improving the ex-
plainability between these data types was one of the main goals in
developing a visual analytics tool (Task T1). Moreover, users rarely
analyze the evolutionary history independently of other metadata,
for example, the antibiotic resistance level or the geographic origin
of the strains. Hence, it might be important to identify possible pat-
terns of SNPs or metadata specific for sub-clusters of the tree, also
known as clades (Task T2), or to find non-clade specific patterns
correlating with metadata across the phylogenetic tree (Task T3).
Lastly, these analyses often need to compare many strains simulta-
neously. For this, filtering and summarization techniques should be
included to allow the interaction with such datasets (Task T4).
Though different tools already visualize phylogenetic trees together
with further data [SGL∗19, KBC∗17, HCG∗18], they cannot be di-
rectly used to identify the agreement of the phylogenetic tree with
the genomic data. To cover this gap in the visualization, the vi-
sual analytics tool Evidente (Efficient VIsual analytics tool for
Data ENrichment in phylogenetic TreEs) was recently published
in Bioinformatic Advances [WPHN22]. By computing the speci-
ficity of a SNP with respect to the clades, Evidente is able to
improve the explainability of the evolutionary history. Evidente
classifies the SNPs into two categories: SNPs that are unique for a
clade (supporting SNPs) and those distributed across many clades
(non-supporting SNPs) (see [WPHN22] for details). Furthermore,
SNPs that could not be accurately identified (unresolved bases) are
also classified as non-supporting SNPs. However, the key feature of
Evidente is the integration of the SNP specificity in a single in-
teractive visualization that simultaneously shows the phylogenetic
tree and the SNP data, as well as metadata. With interactive filter-
ing and aggregation features, the analysis of datasets with a few
hundred samples has been made possible.

2. Visual Analytics Interface

To allow the exploration of data of diverse nature, Evidente
aligns a tree view with tabular data in a single-page inter-
face (Fig. 1), following a similar approach as described in Ju-
niper [NSL18]. In Evidente, the tree is a horizontal dendro-
gram visualizing the phylogenetic tree (Fig. 1A.I) via the library
Phylotree [SWP18]. The tabular data is visualized via two heat
maps, one for SNP data and one for metadata. In the heat map of the
SNP data (Fig. 1A.II), each column represents one position in the
reference genome, a rectangle encodes the presence of a SNP (i.e.
the absence of a rectangle refers to the sample containing the refer-
ence allele), while its color encodes for the SNP’s allele. Support-
ing SNPs are visualized via full rectangles, while colored frames
with white fills represent non-supporting SNPs. The user can ac-
cess and visualize the SNPs that are unique for each clade via the
root of each subtree (Task T1 and T2).
In the metadata heat map each column represents one instance of
the metadata (Fig. 1A.III), and the color scales vary depending on
their type. Numerical data are visualized using a linear continu-
ous color scale, while ordinal data is encoded by a sequential color
scale. For categorical data, a set of 20 colors is defined by de-
fault [BOH11]. Aligning the tree, SNP data, and metadata allows
the user to identify patterns, either within specific clades (Task T2)
or across the phylogenetic tree (Task T3).
Evidente also provides interactive features to enhance the ex-
ploration of large datasets (Task T4). The leaves of the tree can
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Figure 2: Zoom in on a region of the visualization of genomic data
of Treponema pallidum [PDSBG∗22] visualized with Evidente.
For the full phylogenetic tree see Sup. Figure S1. (A) Geometric
zooming implemented in the first version. (B) New implementation
of semantic zooming

be filtered out via the dendrogram or via metadata-based filters.
This reduces the number of visualized elements, but it also excludes
nodes from the analysis. Hence, users can choose to collapse spe-
cific clades (Fig. 1B). These are indicated by a glyph (Fig. 1B.I)
and the corresponding data is summarized (Fig. 1B.II).
Evidente is available at the TueVis server (https://
evidente-tuevis.cs.uni-tuebingen.de/). With its
ability to integrate different data types into a holistic view, the ver-
sion of Evidente introduced in the original publication has al-
ready facilitated the exploration of phylogenies together with SNP
data and metadata.

3. Enhanced Features to Interact with Large Trees

For a complete view of the evolutionary history, the initially
published version of Evidente showed the entire phylogenetic
tree. Therefore, this approach is most effective for trees consisting
of less than 150 samples. For larger trees, the height of rows in
the heat map can become too small for effective interaction with
the data. Since we aim to increase the scope of Evidente to
analyze even larger data sets, we have implemented methods to
automatically collapse clades depending on their depth, their SNP
content, or via metadata (see Suppl. Video 1). This enhances the vi-
sualization, since collapsed clades display SNPs and metadata via
summary visualizations. To further facilitate the analysis of large
trees, we have replaced the geometric zooming of Evidente
with a semantic zooming approach. While the geometric zoom
increased the size of the pixels, the semantic zooming increases
the distances within the elements for an enhanced exploration (see
Fig. 2 and Suppl. Video 2). In a future release of Evidente we
plan to implement further enhancements, such as aggregation of
heat map columns of identical SNP patterns. Moreover, a visual
distinction of more specific SNP classifications (monophyletic,
paraphyletic, and polyphyletic) will be implemented.
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